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Reviewer's report:

This is a well-conducted study and results are understandable. I have some questions.

1) Table 2: How would you explain about the insignificant difference on PDQ-8 SI between patients with and without insufficient efficacy only in the Yahr 4 stage? You showed significant difference on PDQ-8SI between patients with and without insufficient efficacy even for patients with Yahr 1 stage. Additionally, in conclusion (abstract), you describe "greater awareness of insufficient funding then be taken". This is a reasonable comment. Many patients feel insufficient drug efficacy even in the early stage of PD patients. However, most doctors do not increase the anti-PD drugs to maximal doses to remove all symptoms, because of the possible side effects in the future, although they understand insufficient drug efficacy in the early stage of PD patients. Would you explain about "appropriate action" in such occasion?

1) Table 3: Could you show us which factor is more important on the QOL between only in the daytime zone and only in the time zone of sleeping and early morning without daytime inefficiency?
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